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1 - Moments In Time: Movie Premere- TQFTSC Special

A/N- Well ya'll r annoyed by Tuxedo_Mini_Mask having ppl interupt the kissing scenes of the couples in
The Quest For The Silver Crystal. Trust me I know. So I decided 2 do a movie premere of Hazel and Leo
along with ur other fav couples in there. Such has the one we know and love DK and her true love Nikku
(revived) -_-. Well please enjoy!!!

~Story~

        It was a late afternoon and the scouts had a ball to attend to. They had received inventations for the
Black and White Ball a month ago. So luckly they had defeated the Negaverse when they did. Or they
wouldnt have had made it to the Ball.
        All seemed well and they didnt know anything about their mission not being over. Though DK had
revived Nikku for one night and one night only, Leo and Hazel were finally together. Yet tonight Hazel
had left the party bewildered. Hazel was wearing a gorgeous white dress that came to her knees and
was detailed in snow white roses. Her date Leo, was in a white tux with a pearl white carnation. They
looked breath taking together. As if it was a fantasy made real.
        Dk on the other hand dressed in a mid-theigh black dress with one strap. While Nikku had gone
more common in a black tux. Cat had a long white dress with a small black ribbon going around her
waist. Jenny wore a skin tight flowing black dress with a white sash. Leaving Moonara wearing
something bright for a change, she wore a white evening dress.

Leo- Were here.

Hazel- Finally...-_-

Cat- You to look like a dream together!

Jenny- You both are astonding!

Moonara- I'm surprised to see you in a dress Hazel.

Hazel- Dont push it...

Nikku- Long time no see Leo *holds out hand and is greeted by Leo*

Leo- Well you and DK look fantastic together also.

DK- Told you, you looked good in a tux.

Jenny- At least you got a date!

Cat-*sees Moonara and points to her(shes off in a distance)* Looks like Moonara found someone...



Jenny- *sees a long haired tall handsome guy with dark chocolate eyes* *hearts flutter out of her eyes
then break* How did she find him?!?

Cat- Dreamy...

Nikku- *looks at the two girls drooling* Why dont ya'll go find someone then...?

DK- I understand Cat being stupid...but I thought Jenny was supposed to be smart and mature...

Hazel- ...lost...

Leo- *heres the piano and violin play in his head* Hey Hazel.

Hazel- Yes hon?

Leo- Didnt you say your mom taught you how to play violin?

Hazel- Yeah...?

Leo- Well *grabs her hand gracefully and kisses it then making a british accient* Would this fare maiden
that has stolen my heart care to join me in a duet with the piano?

Hazel- *victorian accient* I dont...now take me to the instrument of romance.

Leo- *wrapping arms with Hazel and taking her to the instruments waiting to be played, but first he told
the annoucer that they were playing* Ode to joy...

Hazel- right.

        Leo sat on the piano chair and started playing as Hazel joined him with the violin. They played the
whole song. Not missing a beat. Finally it was over and every clapped. The couple exited the stage and
heard more players.

Hazel- Wanna dance?

Leo- Do you know how to waltz?

Hazel- Yes but I was thinking something more.

Leo- Like what?

Hazel- Venus waltz...

Leo- Oh! You know how to do a venus waltz?

Hazel- I'm a professional dancer.



DK- *popping up out of no where with Nikku* Why didnt you tell us?

Nikku- It doesnt seem like you know much...

Hazel- Very funny...I do put passion in my talents.

DK- We'll stick with a regular waltz...

Nikku- I barely know how to waltz...-_- pitiful...

Jenny- *comeing back with a Cat that was hyped up on punch* Well at least ya'll have someone to
dance with...>:I

Cat- Nonsesce theres two single guys over there!

        They did see two single guys. They looked like twins though. Yet they headed towards Jenny and
Cat.

Guy 1- Miss would you care to join me?*holding his hand out to Cat*

Cat- I dont mind!

Guy 2- What about you beautiful?

Jenny- Take me away!

Guy 2- How can I when you've already stole my heart?

Guy 1- Dude put come music that would suit a ramba or somethin for her. Shes hyper!

Cat- Is that a bad thing?

Guy 1- I love it!

        The two now found couples danced away from the others. Leaving the real couples that know one
another.

Nikku- *holding out his hand for DK* Now would you please join me...?

DK- *taking his hand andthey started to waltz away* Of course I will darlin.

Leo- So are we gonna show them what a real venus waltz is my love?

Hazel- *a lustful and lushful looked appeared on her face* I always will love.

        Once again the couple walked out on the dance floor, but this time they were doing a uncommon



dance. The crowd awed and some stopped. Yet not just for them, but for the other Scouts and their
dates.

Song- http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2PWfB4lurT4

Hazel- Leo you dont know how much I love you...

Leo- Trust me I know, but you dont know--*leans in for just a mere kiss*

Hazel- *kisses him but pulls back* I'll give you a real kiss when were alone.

Leo- Man I hate waiting!!!

I've been awake for a while now
You got me feeling like a child now
'Cause every time I see your bubbly face
I get the tinglies in a silly place

DK- To bad this night cant last forever...

Nikku- It will...in your heart and mine.

DK- Though this is our last night we will ever share together.

Nikku- DK...

DK- Yes Nikku...?

Nikku- Please tell the others our secret...and please keep that promise until the end of your days...

DK- Nikku I can never give it up. Even if your not going to be there. Now come lets go outside.

Nikku- As long as I'm with you love.

It starts in my toes
And I crinkle my nose
Wherever it goes
I always know
That you make me smile
Please stay for a while now
Just take your time
Wherever you go

Cat- *talking to her date that had two toned purple hair and matching eyes* Max your so funny!

Max- Well at least someone laughs at me. So what do your do for a living?

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2PWfB4lurT4


Cat- *blank then comeing up with something* Oh! I'm just a regular student that babysits at home. What
about you?

Max- I'm soon going to graduate high school. Though I dont plan on going to college.

Cat- Then what are you gonna do?

Max- Stay home until my dad passes away and then inheirarte the family cottage.

Cat- Sounds neat!

The rain is falling on my window pane
But we are hiding in a safer place
Under covers staying dry and warm
You give me feelings that I adore

Moonara- *looking at straight at her date* So Kaze why did you come?

Kaze- Instincts...

Moonara- What they tell you?

Kaze- That I meet the love of my life...

Moonara- Cute...

Kaze- *leans in a holds a breif kiss with Moonara* ...

It starts in my toes
And I crinkle my nose
Wherever it goes
I always know
That you make me smile
Please stay for a while now
Just take your time
Wherever you go

Jenny- So your going to college soon and becoming a football player.

Caleb- *looks like his younger brother* Yep! I'm also going to become a famous couch after I graduate.

Jenny- What a beautiful dream for a guy.

Caleb- Well you?

Jenny- Oh! I'm not sure...possible to just settle down.



Caleb- sounds like my brother.

What am I going to say
When you make me feel this way
I just mmmmm

        Hazel sat on the stone railing that had running roses around its poles. Leo just leaned over it close
to her.

Leo- So am I gonna--

        Suddenly the crowd inside screamed at the top of their lungs. The love birds ran inside and saw a
person with a knife being drug into the room. Then as everyone tried to run the host stepped up on the
stage.

Host- Please dont panic or leave. A severe storm--*a huge thunder noise was heard and people
screamed* Well you get the point. The police have just annouced that no one is to leave the building
they're in or they will surely die. Besides the boats that took ya'll here are gone and theres no way back.
So please dont leave the room without someone. We dont know where the murder is here.

Person- So when do we get out of here!

Host- I'm not sure, but there are many rooms. So enjoy there is plenty food and all. Act like nothing has
happened.

Cat- *running to Hazel and Leo* Ya'll Moonara and Jenny are missing!

Hazel- Wheres your date?

Cat- He left before the storm and this homocide!

Leo- Cat dont panic!

DK- *walked up with Nikku* Now your panicing Leo...-_-...and dont suggest it was Nikku ya'll because
hes been with me.

Hazel- So we are stuck her during a bad storm, a murderer, a dead person, and Moonara and Jenny are
missing.

Leo- When did Jenny's date leave Cat?

Cat- He left with mine.

DK- Well whens the last time ya'll saw Moonara?

Nikku- Not sure myself...



Hazel- *sitting in a nearby chair* That sucks now I have to wear this dumb dress all night.

Leo- You look good in it though.

Cat- She'd rather wear a tank...

Hazel- Thank you...-_-

Nikku- Well *sits down at the table Hazel is sitting at, as the others join* Looks like we need the Sailor
Scouts again...

DK- Once you think your out of it they pull you right back in...T_T

Cat- Well first we have to get out of this room.

Leo- Simple we just say we have to go to the bath room and transform and find the killer.

Cat- Well I'll go find the other two and ya'll split up and go find the murderer.

Others- Right!

        They walked up to the dude infront of the door and told him they had to go to the bathroom. The
dude let them through and they tranformed. Celestial jumped out a window as Tuxedo Mini Mask and
Crescent ran to the left down a corridor. Along with Nikku and Triton going into another corridor.

TMM- So am I ever going to get that REAL kiss...?

Crescent- Well can you wait until we get through this major problem?

TMM- -_- yeah I'll try...

Crescent- Thanks...

        Se stopped dead in her tracks. TMM didnt know what to think, but he put his arms around her
waist. She leaned into his broad shoulders and thought. Then grabbed his arms. He could feel the
sweaty palms as they were gently touching his arm.

TMM- Are you alright...?

Crescent- *her eyes glew and got glassy*...

TMM- *thinking* Shes trying to find the killer... but what power is this...?

Crescent- *snapping out of it* Come on! He's downstairs!

Mean While...



Moonara- Somebody help us!!!

Jenny- Help us please!!!

Mean While...

Triton- Lets look outside...

Nikku- We cant go out there Triton.

Triton- I'm a Sailor Scout I can make sure nothing happens.

Nikku- And I'm a former servant of the Negaverse!

        Those words stung their hearts. They just fell into each others arms. Not able to bare the burdens.

Triton- Come on...lets look upstairs.

Nikku- Right

Mean While...

Celestial- *thinking* Where oh where could the other scouts be? Oh where oh where couldthey be? Man
they sure do know how to disappear...>: just wait until I get my hands on them!!!They'll pay for putting
me on a wild goose chase!

Unknown Voice- Oh poor Sailor Celestial... all alone in a room with a murderer loose...dont you wish the
other scouts were here?

Celestial- Whose there!?!?

UV- Your worst nightmare!!! FIRE BLITZ!!!

        Fire danced in a circle towards Celestial. Causing her to jump back and only getting her feet
scortched.

Celestial- Who are you!?!?

UV- I'm Prince Cavinic!!! I promised to bring back the heads of the Sailor Scouts to my father to become
King instead of my brother!

Celestial- Wheres Moonara and Jenny?!?!?!?!?!

Cavinic- Far from here!

Celestial- Tell me now!!!



Cavinic- Beat me in a game and I'll let you go to find them.

Celestial- What game?

Cavinic- Roulet...Last one standing wins.

Celestial- *thinking* *grabbing the gun as she saw Cavinic with another gun* Great I'm gonna die...!!!

Cavinic- Dont start yet!!! I want to play in the game room...

Celestial- Ok...

        She grabbed a vase and through the flowers out as she followed him into the game room. Right
before they got there she broke the vase against his head and dragged him into the game room.
Celestial searched for a rope and luckly found one that was tied around the pool sticks. She unraveled it
and tied Cavinic to a pole connecting to the floor and ceiling. Then she went to find some duct tape.
Which she wond up having to go to a extra room. Finally she ran back and put the tape around his head.

Celestial- That'll teach you to mess with me!!! *thinking* Time to go get the others and turn him in...

Mean While...

        TMM and Crescent had made it to the top of the mansion. Now standing in front of a old looking
wooden door.

Crescent- Well...here it is...hopefully Moonara and Jenny are on the other side of that door.

TMM- And not the maniac...

        Crescent grasped the door knob and was thrown back by a jolt of lighting.

TMM- *running to her side* Are you ok Crescent!?!

Crescent- Yeah I'm fine...Next time I'll use a latex glove...

TMM- *grabs door knob and is thrown back also* Man...!!

Crescent- Shocking isnt it...

TMM- Very funny...

Crescent- Well how do we get in?

TMM- Call Triton and Celestial they can help.

Crescent- Right *flips out communicator* Girls come to the top ofthe mansion! We need your help!



Triton and Celestial- Right!

        They traveled upstairs after meeting up with each other.

Triton- Whose he?

Celestial- Prince Cavinic the murderer...

Nikku- So it was a guy...

Triton- Come on we have to get to the top!

Nikku and Celestial- Yeah.

        They ran up the stairs carrying Cavinic. Though the stairs was more of a challenge. They were a
long spiral staircase. Just like a light house. So they started their journey up the stairs.

TMM- Now...?

Crescent- Your so impatient...

TMM- Well wouldnt the maniac be here by now? Its been almost 30 minutes since we called the others.

Crescent- Shut up and kiss me!

And it starts in my toes
And I crinkle my nose
Wherever it goes
I always know
That you make me smile
Please stay for a while now
Just take your time
Wherever you go

        The pinned TMM down as he pulled her unto him where they were stomach to stomach etc etc.
Crescent passionatly kissed him. TMM moved his hands downward to her butt from her waist. Though
she growled telling him to keep his hands away from her butt. Of course he did what he was told.

I've been asleep for a while now
You tuck me in just like a child now
'Cause every time you hold me in your arms
I'm comfortable enough to feel your warmth

        This lasted moments and it kept going. Then TMM put his right hand on Crescent's wavy/curly hair
and brushed it with his fingers. Crescent traced his facial features with a light touch of her fingers.



And it stats in my soul
And I lose all control
When you kiss my nose
The feeling shows
'cause you make me smile baby
Just take your time now
Holdin' me tight

Celestial- I bet you that one had some tounge!!!

Triton- Would'nt doubt it!

Nikku- Dude get a room!!!*laughing*

Crescent- How long have ya'll been there?!?!?!?

TMM- Whose that!?!?!?!

Triton- The murderer...

Nikku- So why did ya'll call us here...?

Celestial- Please say it wasnt to give us a soup oprea of you two making out...

Crescent- *blushing* Uhhh no...we cant get in that room...

Nikku- -_- its ismple you put your hand on the door knob and turn it *does what he says but is blasted
back*

Triton- NIKKU!!!

Nikku- O.o whoa...!

Celestial- Ouch that had to hurt...

Triton- How are we supposed to get in the door?!?!

Celestial- CAT HAS AN IDEA!!!!PICK ME PICK ME!!!!

Crescent- *rolls eyes* What Celestial...?

Celestial- *takes Cavinic's hands and opens the door but it doesnt shock him* DUDE I WIN!!!!

TMM- It must open by his touch...

        They walked in not seeing anything but dust.



Nikku and DK- They must be outside!!!

Celestial- Where would they be outside...?

TMM- *leaning out a window and seeing a barn door locked up from the outside* Hey!!!Lets go check
out that barn!!!

Crescent- Are you nuts!!!???!!!??? We can die out in that storm!

Triton- Come on!!!Lets save Moonara and Jenny!!!

Nikku- What about him?

Celestial- Keep him in here and tied up...

TMM- Wow your on a role!

        They ran outside, yet forgeting that Prince Cavinic had powers and could easily get away. As they
approached the barn door they were soaked from head to toe. Finally they found Moonara and Jenny.
Yet they were tied to chairs and blind folded.

Moonara- Whose there!?!?!

Jenny- Tell us!!!

Triton- Its us guys!

Celestial- *hugging Moonara as she untied and unblind folded her* What would I be if I didnt have a pale
freak to bother!!!???!!!???

Moonara- HEY!

Jenny- *just got released and being hugged by Triton and Crescent* We've told you Moonara 'Get in the
tanning bed'.

Moonara- Shut up!

        So suddenly a huge crash was heard as the girls ran out, with Moonara and Jenny transformed, to
see what it was. It so happens Prince Cavinic had escaped and setting the island and mansion on fire.
Then as an instinct, Triton looked at the giant clock hanging from the building. It said 11:00.

Triton- We have to hurry and destroy Prince Cavinic! We only have an hour before Nikku disappears!

Nikku- CELESTIAL WATCH OUT!!!

        Nikku jumped infront of Celestial and blocked a fure ball Cavinic just sent out. Throwing him into the



metal part of the barn.

Triton- NIKKU!!

Nikku- I'm fine just kill him...

Celestial- Thanks Nikku...

Nikku- No prob

TMM- SUN BULLET!!!!!!!!

Cavinic- FIRE---

UV- Stop right there brother!

Cavinic- Felix!!! Dont interupt this!

Felix- You know better than to harm others!

Cavinic- They're mere humans with powers! Besides humans have contaminated this world enough!

Felix- Thats exactly why your not going to become king brother!

Cavinic- I'll get back to you brats later. First its Felix and me! How about we fight for throne brother?!?

Felix- As you wish...HERCULIE'S LIGHTING!!!

Cavinic- FIRE BLITZ!!!

        There powers hit one another and created a mass explosion seprating everyone. Not one soul
knew who came out on top. Until a fire ball went into the sky. Exploding infront of them. Moments past
as they watched the ambers of fire come down from the sky. Suddenly there was a ZAP like noice and a
scream. After that you could hear the shatters of ice. It scarred everyone since there was no one with
them. Luckily they got around the fight and made it back to one another. Once they calmed down all the
fog lifted.

Black Hole- *seeing a very tall man with a crown sharing features with the Prince's* Whose he?

Nova- Do you wanna stay and find out?

TMM- Looks more like Felix and Cavinic's father...

Triton- THAT IS THERE FATHER!!!! ITS THE KING!!!

Felix- I tried stopping him father...*bowign now* He wouldnt listen...



Cavinic- Father please believe me that the humans should no longer exist!!

King- Dont address me as your father! I'm King Birthrro! I'm disapointed in both of you! Cavinic humans
must live and will live! For trying to kill them I banish you into the depths of the ocean for eternity! Your
feet will be placed in cement! As for you Felix! For snitching on him like that and fighting him! I send you
into the fiery snake pit for 100 years!

Felix and Cavinic- Yes your hiness...*bows*

        Suddenly that evaporated into thin air. Possibly to the ocean and the snake pit.

Birthrro- Now you Sailor Scouts...I honor you all for facing them.

TMM- King Birthrro! How can you do that to your sons?!?!

Birthrro- I shall not have a murderer and a snitcher as sons. They deserve that.

Nova- Wasnt it bit harsh?

Birthrro- I've had many other sons. They've all been banished. I wish for a perfect son that will not be
banished and will grow to be a fine young man. That will get married and have a son someday...but it
isnt possibe..

Nikku- I'll be your son sir!

Birthrro- You!

Nikku- But these are my finally moments and I may not be the right one...

Birthrro- If you insist being my son I'll give you human years of life. Though after tonight your Prince...

Nikku- Nikku sir..

Birthrro- Prince Nikku! I'll let yu spend this night here. Yet in the morning you shall be at the temple in
training.

Nikku- Do I have freedoms?

Birthrro- Yes. In a week I'll find suitors for you...

Nikku- No nessary...

Everyone else besides Nikku and Triton- WHAT?!?!?!

Nikku- See in 9 months I shall be a father and 3 months shall be a husband.

Birthrro- Whos your bride?



Nikku- Sailor Triton aka DK...

Birthrro- Very well... Tomorrow son...

Nikku- Yes father...

Black Hole- O.o So now there is a teen marrige and teen parents...

Nova- What is wrong with our generation?

        The clouds started to disappear and the storm faded. Leaving the moon shining.

Celestial- Come on ya'll the Ball is almost over!

Triton- Yeah but what about the ships?

TMM- *seeing ships in the distance and their horns blew* There right there...

Crescent- Well come on theres not much longer!

        They ran inside as there regular selves. Though Leo and Hazel went to the balcony and starred at
the moon by themselves.

Leo- So wheres that kiss?

Hazel- Right here...

Wherever wherever wherever you go
Wherever wherever wherever you go

        She kissed him again but with even more passion. Seeming like there was no end. Like time had
stopped for them. Leo gracfully put his arms around her waist as she wrapped one leg around him and
her hands played with his locks of hair.

Leo- Hazel? *breaking the kiss*

Hazel- *backing up a bit* Yes love...?

Leo- *on his knee and pulling out a small box* Hazel will you marry me when we are out of school and
before college?

Hazel- *her heart skipped a beat or two* I...I DO!

        She jumped in his arms and was revealed a amynest ring with their names in the band on her
finger.



Moonara- How cute!

Cat- Now we got two teen marriges!

Nikku- Wernt you listening!?!

DK- They're getting married after school and before college...

Jenny- Sorry we had to watch!

Hazel- How long have ya'll been there?

TMM- Everyone is always barging on us...

Moonara- Since the proposal...

wherever you go
I always know
'Cause you make me smile
Even just for a while

A/N- I know the song had gaps in places, butI had 2 do something. Who would really want a happy song
in desparate moments? Well I hope u enjoyed this Movie Premere!!! Until next time! Oh! And I hope I
made the world happy by putting kissing scenes in here that didnt have ppl interrupt. Mybe there was
one moment but still...
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